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Tonally the organ is quite con-

servativs and orthodox, with a leaning towards lovely soft effects which

ari so desirable and useful in anY
churcfr organ. Mr. Milligan was
doubtless right in assuming that the
recent drive to impose the English
ideal of an ensemble on the American taste will, after all, aPPeal to
onlv a limited circle. At the same

I

time,

better

should have liked the scheme

if,

instead

of having the

six

unison Diapasons distributed equally on the Great, Swell, and Choir,
ri'e should have had at least three of
them concentrated on the Great Organ, with at least two Octaves as
well, which would have resulted
somewhat in a massing of DiaPasons
on the Great, with a corresPonding

of chorus reeds on the
Swell. I believe this would be in accord with the modern trend and it
would produce a sharper contrast in
the ensemble between these two important manuals than when similar
character of assertive voices are distributed so evenly. ft also seems
unfortunate that there is no independent 4' reed in the organ, and
not even a borrowed 4' reed' on the
massing

Swell, which probably needs

it

more

than any other division. A Dolce
Cornet as the only mixture on the
Swell would also not suit the'enthusiasts for brilliance, but it is
:doirbtless

useful for soft

ments have always stood f or the
very best in tone and workmanship,
This instrument is one of the largest
and most important this firm have
ever built, and they have made the
most of this unusual opportunity to
demonstrate their ability to build a
truly large and dignified church organ. It may be interesting to quote
f rom the builders concerning their
aims and ideals in tonal matters, and
what they have carried out in this
instrument. They say:
"The ensemble does not possess
any over-assertive tone color, but is
composed of a general blend of
strings, flutes, Diapasons, and reeds.
The voicing is so treated that the
tones are allowed to amplify and develop naturally, and the extrente,
f eatured tones are avoided. Even
the mixtures and mutations are so
treated in their composition and
voicing that they induce cohesion
and impart the proper corroborating
effects without being in any way too
assertive. The Cornet can be used
successf ully even with the Muted
Viole. The noble Diapasons are
weighty and produce the fundamental tone which means so much in
the success of an organ.
"The lighter strings have a beautiful bloom, and the others are more

colorful, but not pronounced to the
extent of being strident. The Tubas
and other reeds are devoid of roughness and are rich and smooth. The
Great Trumpet imparts a freshness
and tang that is welcome. The
Clarinets and Vox Humanas are
beautif ul examples of their species.
The flutes are characteristic, and
among these is found the Zauberfloete with chimneys and pierced
stoppers, and through the use of
these pierced stoppers a seventeenth
is developed, and lends a sparkle to
the tone.
"We do not cater to those lookirg for strident strings, hard Diapasons, and over-brilliant reeds. Those
who pref er that kind of tonal appointment, of course, have the
privilege of doing so. We do not allow ourselves to f orce the tones in
their development, but instead want
each register to speak naturally, and
we strive to retain a certain amount
of the f undamental, even in the
strings, in order that they may better blend. In our Diapasons we so
treat them in the cut-up, scalitg,
'width of mouth, etc., that we obtain
a very successf ul foundation tone ;
and in our flutes even those with
high pressure in the Solo division
we so treat that they are devoid of
any hootiness."

effects.

What appears most indefensible to
me in this day and generation is that
the only unification or extension on
the manuals should be the Great
Trumpet
at 76-8-4, and the Solo
-Mirabilis
at 16-8-4, probably
Tuba
the last two stops in the organ that
should be subjected to this treatment.

The Pedal Organ is entirely ade-'
quate and appears to me to be the
best division in the organ. The An-

cillary Antiphonal Organ is a quite
conventional two-manual scheme,
playable from the four manual console in any desirable manner.
On the whole, Mr. Milligan has
been wise in effecting a compromise
in the tonal layout of this organ between over-emphasis on the DiaPason and Reed Choruses (to the sad
curtailment of lovely soft effects),
and the over-emphasis of the
"pretty-pretties" (soft effects and
solo voices, to the abandonment of
arry thought of completeness in the
-organ-tone
choruses). The result is
a fonal scheme that pleases the majority of musicians and the congregation, though perhaps not the socalled purists.

The work has been carried out
with every care and conscientious
thousht by Hook & Hastings Co.,
one

builder in this country, whose instru-
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6f the oldest, if not the oldest

Estey's Courageous Step
New Tonal Developments of the Estey Organ Based on the
'S7ork
of the Old-'World Builders
Best
By t[/ILLIAM H. BARIlE-t, Mws. Doc.
I say I supposed Mr. Jamison
HEI{ I first received a
most enthusiastic letter had simply discovered European
from Mr. J. B. Jamison organ building for himself, the
some months ago telling same as various English organists
what he had seen and I have known who came to this
heard in E,ngland, France, and country and discovered that the
electric action was really practical
Germa ny, and stating that he had
induced some of the leading build- and better than the tracker action
ers in those countries to send the they had known all their lives.
Estey Organ Co. specimens of lfor,r'e\rer it appears that Mr. Jamisome of their most outstanding son while abroad actually obtained
voices, f was mildly interested. I fu11 details of the construction,
scales, and voicing of the pipe-work
supposed Mr. Jamison was discor'ering for himself what many of such eminent European builders
American builders had gone o\rer as Harrison & If arrison of Durhanr, Cavaille-Coll, Noel Bonaviabef ore and as I myself had obFf unt, and others, together with
in
that
sriz.,
years
o8o,
four
served
respect to ensemble both in the rvorking- models and sample sets of
Diapason and chorus reed tone the lripes. In return he delivered in
best E,nglish builders seem to have behali of the E,stey Organ Co.
something we do not hat'e, and many of its exclusive features, inCavaille-Coll's best examples cer- cluding details of the late William
tainly excel in fiery rged tone E. Ilalkell's patented bass piPes,
which is at the same time trulY scales, and samples of strings,
musical, at least in the marvellous, C1arabella, Reedless Oboe, Saxoresonant buildings in which I phone, and others. When I saw
tne public announcement that the
heard these voices sound.

\
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Estey Organ Co. were Planning to
mak6 pra"ctical use of- what Mr.
Tamison had brought home, I was
inuch more interested, because that
had not been dr:ne to anY large extent by other builders.
Some other builders on various
occasions, at the special request of
some organ architect, have--had
Diapasoni voiced' by Bonavia-Hunt
incoroorated in two or three of
their' organs, and this without
bringing 6n the Millenium; nor-did
thes6 v6ices appear to the builders
to be so suPerior to the PiP-es theY
rvere making as to cause them to
them. Senator Richwish to coDi
'has
had the Midmerards also
Losh Co' build Schulze DiaPason
Choruses. For some reason the
results Estey has obtained were
not evident io me in these other
examples.
I was one

of the first visitors to
after theY had a
factory
the Estev
half-dozin stops- in playable form
on the factorv floor, which gave an
idea of a trire Schulze DiaPason
Chorus. I was verY much imDressed but still somewhat skeptii:al that anything had been done
radicallv different from what several of'our leading builders have
been doing for some Years Past,
builders who have been giving
serious consideration to these matters. ft was not until my last visit
to the factory, about the middle of
Tulv. iust before the Great and
"s*i,it dini.ionr of the Claremont
organ were to be shiPPed, that I
beEame fullv convinced that Mr.
Tamison had obtained tangible and
lractical results of extraordinary
merit.
Here I digress sufficientlY to obundoubtedlY
serve that Thete
"t" the same as
stvles in tonal desien
in'nearly everythin*g else and that
styles change. In my chaPter on
tonal design in The ContemPorarY
American Organ I tried to make

this point clear. The HoPe-Jones
influence in this regard, combined
with the rapid development of the
electro-pneumatic action, led t9
various- ideas concerning what it
was possible to do with fluteY

foundational Diapasons, keen
strings, and borrowing and unifYing the upper work (when there
was any present at all) that are
now being considered anything but
artistic and musical by the majority of thoughtful organists and

builders.

By no means all the organists or
builders have surrendered all the
Hope-Jones ideas however, and
some of those who have, have not
been wholly successful in building
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organs with a perfectly r,'r'elded ensemble. One of the most common
mistakes was to think a DiaPason
Chorus could be satisfactorily built
upon flutey foundational Diapasons

without suffrcient harmonic development to make the unison tone
amalgamate with a bright Octave

to

balance an assertive Mixture.

To add a telling III or IV Mixture
to the Great or Swell Organ, without the proper unison and octave
tone under it, is simply to produce
a screamy, inartistic sound from a
Diapason Chorus, which certainlY
coufd not be'expected to obtain
many friends for mutation and
mixture-work.

A great many of the leading
organists and builders have become, as the ads say, "ensemble

it seems
to me, indubitable signs of a return to the classic ensemble that
has characterized European organ
building for centuries, and from
conscious," and there are,

which one or two of our American
builders have not departed far or
for long at any period.
TherEfore it ii particularly timelv. and of -that
sreat interest to all the
profession,

the Estey

Organ

Co. have gone into the matter of
ensemble in the intelligent and suc.cessful way they have. To me it
seems advisable to frankly coPy

the work of the best

EuroPean
the matter of ensemble,

builders in
as these builders have the knowledge and tradition of hundreds of
years' effort to pr<lduce a good ensemble. Instead of groping more
or less successfully to finrl out for
themselves the facts and formulae
the European builder has acquired
through generations, it aPPeared
wiser to the Estey Organ Co. to
get the facts direct and make intelligent adaptation of them for
American use, meanwhile preserving the special tonal features and
solo voices they had developed for
themselves over many years. TheY
are fortunate to have a man like
Mr. Jamison with his enthusiasm,
his experience, and, most important, a discerning ear that knows
something good when it is heard,
and how-to make practical use of
it in the organ building practise of
his own company.
In the Claremont organ there are
two types of DiaPason Chorus;
one, the Schulze, with all the piPes
harmonically very bright, which
tvoe of tone Mr. Tamison believes

t6'Ue (and I th6roughly agree)
most suitable for resonant build-

ings; and, two, another colsisting
of-voices a little more foundational

and not quite so bright,

which
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would be most suitable for less
resonant buildings. The pressures
on both the unenclosed and enclosed sections are moderate;

the

tone has that clarity and transparency which are a pure joy tg
those who want to both play and
at the same time be able to hear
the voices of contrapuntal music.
They are beautiful and musical,
with light and life.
So much for the all-imPortant
Diapason section of this remarkable and what may well be an
epoch-making organ. The Great
reeds are rich and fine, and the
blend with the Schulze 'chorus is
splendid. One may ask why will
Schulze Diapasons, one of which
(extraordinarily fine) was made
bv Bonavia-Hunt, sound so much
bi:tter in this organ than they have
u'hen used in the past in this
country? The secret must lie in
the fact that the proper scales,

pressures, tonalities, and all other
details have been secured for all of

the compclnents of the upper-work,

so there is perfect blend and
cohesion. So many times, the
unison tone may be good in itself,
but the upper-'r,r'ork will not cohere.
At other times the upper-work may
be right but the unison tone is too
flutey. The most nearly Perfect

scaling and balance have here been
secure-d, producing results worth
all the trouble and study they have

cost, and ,certainly worth reProducing in all organs, it seems to
me.

Turning now from the

Great

Organ to the Swell division, the
two most interesting tone qualities
were supplied from Cavaille-Coll
models, the pair of "Gambes," the
real Voix Celeste (originally invented by the great French builder
some seventy-five years ago) and
the fine French Trumpet. It is interesting to learn a'bout the
Cavaille-Coll Trumpet that the
Estey Organ Co. had had it in a
voicing tray for years (it had been
sent to the late Mr. Haskell, that
great voicing genius) and was
never used because

it

was thought

too blatant and noisy. How taste
in chorus reed tone has changed!
For many years the Tuba Sonora,
or smoothest type of chorus reed
tone, was thought to be a model.
The authentic French TrumPet is
the complete antithesis to this.
Mr. Raymond V. Nold, of St' Mary
the Virgin, Nerv York City, says:
"The French Trumpet is the
most magnificent tone I have ever
heard from an organ pipe' It is,
par excellence, correct tone for the
-Swell reed chorus. It is the tone
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I have had in mind and have been
trying for years to find, but always
without success. You sometimes
find in large organs a stop labeled
French Trumpet, of course, on the
Swell, in addition to what they
call the reed chorus, but the tone
has never been any nearer the tone
of this French Trumpet than has
the tone of the Oboe. The true
French Trumpet is not an extra, it
is the one correct tone for the
Swell reed chorus, L6-8-4."
With Mr. Nold's estimation of
the magnificence and majesty of
this register f am in perfect agreement. But that it is the proper
chorus reed tone for 16-8-4-Swell
reeds, I am not so surely convinced. ft seems to me the-milder
and smoother Swell reeds with
more of the Cornopean quality will
be found more generally useful, reserving su,ch a voice as the French
Trumpet for extremely brilliant
music or for high festival occasign:. f _can't quite see a battery
of French Trumpets as the only
Swell chorus reeds, or for a steady

diet on any organ. They speai<
with the voice of authority, - like
Elijah who taunted his enemies,
"Call Him louder." For the most
part it is not necessary to call in
such a stentorian voice. Evidently
Mr..Jamison, agrees with my con-.
clusion, for he defines these Swell
reeds, not as all belonging to the
French Trumpet family, but as
"A 16' Double Trumpel, a shade

brighter than the Great Clarion; an
8' Horn which somewhat belies the
8' French Trumpet; and a Clarion
wihch is just a wee bit brighter
than the Horn."
The Gambas, or Gambes as the
l.-rench would have us spell it, appear to me to be ideal Swell string
tonq broad, warm, live, vibrani,
.comp_letely musical, blending with
the flutes, and thoroughly useful.
I u'as as much impressed with this
pair of strings as with any I have
heard. String tone is not one of
pets in organ tone ordinarily,
Ty
but such strings can surely find-a
warm place in anyone's heart.
A Silver Flute and lfarmonic
Iilute of unusual beauty make additions of distinction to flute tone.
Judging from the sound of this
organ on the factory floor, the
more organs with similar tonal
characterizations we can place in
churches and auditoriums throughout the country, the better it will
be for the great cause of the organ
as a musical instrument. Mr.
Jamison and the Estey Organ Co.
deserve the warmest thanki of the
organ vvorld for the bold and suc-
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to improve the organ tonally. As Mr.
\\im. King Covell states, "If the
same standard is maintained
throughout that the Sch ulze chorus
and reed chorus maintain, it will
constitute the most remarkable improvement tonally that American
organ building has witnessed."
It would be a pleasure to present the stoplist of this important
organ at this time, but in accordance with T.A.O. practise, it will
be better to withold the stoplist
till the organ has been installed
and finished; then it can be printed
with vastly greater certainty that
the stoplist as published in T.A.O.
accurately represents the organ as
built. Little value attaches to the
publication of stoplists of organs
never built.
'cessful step they have taken

7N
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DIAPASOI{ MEZZO G1m
DOPPELFLOETE ?3W
HOHLFLOETE ?3W
VIOLA D'AMORE ?3M
GAMBA 73m
4 OCTAVE 61m
FLUTE HARMO\IIC 73rn
2 2/3 QUINT 6Lm

2
V
16
8
4
8

" if ' fi*1*T;;f '-Iii 1iT ff
V.
8.
23.
36.
16.
10.
9.

llX

COI{TENT

R. S. B.
8. 24. 15.
29. 28. 2.
+2. 39.
16. 20. 1.
10. 15. 2.
I2.
9.
102. 117. 135. 20.
PITDAL:V8. R8. S2+.

P:
G:
S:
C:
L:
E:

:ll

32

Diapason

16

BOURDOIV 3?W
DIAPASOIV 56w32'

P.
340.
1913.

2862.
1108.

7

4

BOURDOI\

10
8

(S

4
2
III
8

92.

,7 33.

44W

Diapason
Bourdon

32w

Bombarde

BOMBARDE 44r
Tuba ( Solo)
Posaune ( Swell )
8
Tuba ( Solo)
4
Tuba ( Solo)
8
Chimes (G)
AxrrpHoNAL
16

16
8

4

Diapason

8

Bourdon

Lieblich ( S )
Contrafagotto (S)
GREAT: V 23. R 29. S

16

UNExPRESSIVE
16
DIAPASOI{ 61m
8

DIAPASON 61m
CLARABELLA ?3W
VIOLA DA GAMBA ?Bm
GAMBA CELESTE 61m
DOLCE 73m
ROHRFLOETE ?Bwm
PICCOLO 61m

MIXTURE 18Bm
TRLIMPET 61r

BOURDON ?3W
DIAPASON ?3M
GROSSFLOETE ?3W
GEDECKT ?3W
SPITZFLOETE ?3M
SPTZ. CELESTE 61m
GEIGEN PRINCIPALISn
SALICIONAL ?3M
SAL. CELESTE 61m
VIOLE D'ORCHESTRE

VIOLE CELESTE Ur,rlu*
MUTED VIOLE 7Bm
MUTED CELESTE 61m

OCTAVE ?3M
ORCH. FLUTE ?Bwm
VIOLII\trA ?3m
FLAGEOLET 61m
DOLCE CORI\TET 3O5m
POSAUNE 7Br
CORI{OPEAI{ t}r
ORCFI. OBOE ?3M

ZB.

DIAPASOIV FORTE 61m

4

61r

Chimes (G)

Harp Celesta (G)

Tremulant

AxrrpHoNAL Swprr (s)
16
BOURDOI{ ?3W

(S)

Zbb

pp-p-mf-f

VOX HUMAI{A
Harp (G)

DIAPASON 44w
BOURDON 44w

Lieblich

4
2
V
16
8

Violone
32

:

SWELL:V36. R42. SBe.

16
8

)

VIOLONE 44wm
2/3 QIIINTFLOETE

61b

Piston control

Harp Celesta
Tremulant
ANTTpHoNAL Gnner (S)
16
DIAPASON ?3M

Diapason ( G)

Bourdon

HARP

85r\G,

Piston control:

718.
7

TRUMPET

Trumpet

305m

CHIMES (Deagan)

8

Mr. Milligan

Trumpet

mf-f

Hy:;H'?":#;:7,
Dedicated in recital by
Nov. 14, 1930.

SUPEROCTAVE 61m

MIXTURE

DIAPASOI{ 73m
GEDECKT 73wm
SALICIONAL 7Bm
SAL. CELESTE 6Lm
AEOLINE 73m
DOLCE CELESTE 61m
FLAUTO TRAVERSO
73wm
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Latesc 4-Manual ES
and J. B. Jamison

TEY

dtsigner of its tonal structure.

tbe diapason and the reed choruses
and the ensernblt of the latest four-manual
€ s t e y continue to bring a chorus of praise
Hera are tbree rnore autboritaliue, ,eoluntary opinions

..EPOCH-\TAKII{G ADVANCES"
wlsH. to. thank,you for the privilege of hearing
rf the glorious claremont organ. I Iannot forgei
1I" g"jesty of hearing one of the organists piiv
'O Qgd, our Help in Ages Past', as ile were'far
outside the erecting robm. I came, indifferent
atld simply curious, but I feel that you have got
what critical church and college buyers are intirested in getting. It is the finist ensemble that I
have ever heard. wishing you every success in
your epoch-making advances in the organ worlcl,
I am sincerely,

Rev. George Dudley Barr,
Port Leyden, New York.

..\{AGNIF'ICENT II\i
EVERY WAY''
TH E f_ollozu'i,,g quototiort, is f rom a letter urit-

I

he ld,.

..THE, IDEAL ATTAINED''

'Ttt Schulze Diapason Chorus is very fine. It
I is the real thing, and undoubtedly the correct type of tone upon which to build an artistic
tonal structure. The chorus is completely homogeneous. The Great Trumpet and Clarion are
extraordinarily fine-the tone is rich and splendid, and the blend with the Schulze chorus is
perfect. This is the right tone for Great reeds.I got the thrill of a lifetime when I heard that
glorious French Trumpet in the Swell. It has
the most magnificent tone I have ever heard from
organ pipes. It is quite impossible to express in
worcls, the beauty and grandeu c o f this stop.Of much of your work I can say I have never
heard its equal, and that it is the ideal attained."
RAYMOND NOLD,
\Iusical Director, Church of St. trIary the Virgin,
New York.

ten, by arx organist ztho zdshes his notne zuith-

"The visit to the factory at Brattleboro was
qgst pleasant in every way. It was a most agreeable surprise to find a Diapason chorus' not
merely equal to the best work bf other American
_

builders, -but definitely superior to anything any
of them have ever turned- out. It is -agni-fi...,i

in every way. If that standard is maJntainecl
throughout, it will constitute the most remarklUlg - j-plovement tonally, that American organ
building has ever witnessed."

THE ESTEYS INVITE YOU
DOR the benefit of th,ose htterested, in this tyle
I' of en,semble,rue hazte at the Brattleboro factory, such a

Dia:,pason and reed chorus, together
a nom,inal anttoun,t of flute ond string w,ork,
ltla:yable from a tuto nt,aytuol corr.role. We inzite
zvith,

everyolt,e to come to the foctor\ on,d, trSt 11.
Those zvho in,tend buyittgl orlldns zviil do u,ell to

hear th,is zvork.

ESTEY ORGAN COMPANY
642 Fifth Avenu€, New York
14-9-515

and

Brattleboro, Vermont

